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ABSTRACT: Full-scale measurements in oceangoing ships have shown that the relationship between bending
moment with the curvature curve of hull girder. As part of the INCASS (Inspection Capabilities for Enhanced
Ship Safety) EU FP7 project, this paper carried out an estimation of wave-induced vertical bending moment
for cargo hold of the 4250 TEU container ship, based on the data of pitch angles processing from the Tiltmeter
units placed on board. The results are enable to be processed to the Decision Support System (DSS), in order
to assist to monitoring and risk analysis for ship structure and machinery the towards enhanced and efficient
ship operations (Konstantinos, et al., 2015). The prediction values also provide a reference for the trend analysis of the past record signals (Ulrik Dam et al, 2015) for evaluation of longitudinal strength of container ship.
The advance in different pitch angle response (deformation curvature) of hull girder can be as a development
of modern decision support systems for guidance to the ship’s master (Lloyd's Register, 2016).
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1 INTRODUCTION
Most new advanced ships have extensive data collection systems to be used for continuous monitoring
of engine and hull performance, for voyage performance evaluation (Nielsen et al., 2011). It is important to have a measure of the variability in the
wave-induced extreme response for ships due to this
statistical uncertainty for sea states in various services (Moan et al, 2005). Therefore, it is necessary to
ensure safety, reliability, and integrity of ship structures for avoiding major accidents.
INCASS project targets to enable more efficient
coordination of inspection scheduling and monitoring practices, so as to address emergency (short
term) decision making in case of accidents occurring
as well as supporting long term decisions.
As an innovative framework, INCASS project
develops he system for monitoring ship structures,
machinery and equipment (Michala, L., 2016), and
aims to avoid ship accidents, promote maritime safety and protect the environment via structural and
machinery monitoring, data gathering, reliability
analysis and decision support (EC 2009). Monitoring
is an important part that it is costly for ship companies with regard to either inspection or maintenance
(Lazakis et al., 2016). From the initially sensors utilized for data acquisition, eventually, the DSS sys-

tem presented and processed the stored data in order
to assist predicting the probabilities of upcoming
failures and taking timely and effective maintenance
actions (Michala et al, 2016). Most new advanced
ships have extensive data collection systems to be
used for continuous monitoring of engine and hull
performance, for voyage performance evaluation
(Nielsen et al., 2011), where the most critical waveinduced ship extreme response can be estimated. To
illustrate the VBM variability during navigation,
amount of database, like pitch angle, obtained from
the tiltmeter installed on board, can be recorded into
the log files and transfer the data into VBM.
2 REVIEW
2.1 Strip theory
Based on the concept of the slender body theory in
aerodynamic, the applied hydrodynamic models are
the Strip theories (Kouvin-Kroukovdky 1955), as the
most appropriate tool, first developed for accurate
prediction of the wave loads and ship responses to
account for the forward speed. Due to the linear strip
theories are computational simplicity and the generally satisfactory agreement with experiments, so far
the theories have been widely accepted and used as
the main tool for estimating the performance of a
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ship in waves, especially very straightforward in irregular waves (Wang, Z., 2000).
Based on a perturbation procedure, a non-linear
quadratic strip theory formulated in the frequency
domain predicts wave loads and ship responses in
moderate seas (Jensen et al., 1996. Schlachter et al,
1989) used the non-linear strip theory of higher order
differential (Soding, 1982) Predicted vertical ship
motions and wave loads. ITTC (1987) concluded
that the slender body theory is not seem to possess
advanced over the strip theory for the vertical motions of a ship at forward speed, whereas it seems to
provide better predictions for sway and yaw motions.
2.2 Long term prediction of bending moment
The St. Denis-Pierson method is originated to predict the ship motions at other conditions by the contributions of various wave frequencies to response
motions in regular or random seas (St. Denis and
Pierson, 1953). The short term response of wave induced motions and loads in frequency-domain are
obtained as the product of an input wave spectrum
by a transfer function. It is discussed the mainly
choice of wave scatter diagram and calculation of the
transfer functions, on the definition of the design requirement for wave induced vertical bending moments(Soares et al., 1990). Variability in the waveinduced extreme response for marine structure is
important due to the statistical uncertainty for sea
states in various service periods. (Moan et al, 2005).
The adequacy of the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum
for long-term formulations of wave-induced load effects has been tested for ships of different characteristics (Soares et al., 1990). IACS has issued the
standard wave data (IACS Recommendation 34)
which is recommended to use a return period of at
20 years, ship’s service life T0=20 year, corresponding to about 10-8 probability of exceedance (p.o.e)
per cycle. Lee et al. (2011a, 2011b) report the nonlinear hydroelastic analysis of a container ship
(336m), by comparing the calculated vertical bending moments with results from model tests with flexible model in head seas.

beam-like hulls subject to steady state and transient
(e.g. slamming) wave-induced loads, combining Timoshenko beam and strip theories.
The global hydro-elastic structural responses, i.e.
whipping and springing, are important issues in the
container ship design and operation. A description of
the dynamic response of a ship considered as a Bernoulli-Euler beam is given, and the emphasis here is
on the 2-node vertical bending mode. (Andersen,
I.M.V., 2014). The 2-node vertical bending mode
shape of the 9,400 TEU ship is determined using the
in-house non-linear strip-theory code SHIPSTAR
(see Xia et al., 1998) with the ship hull modelled as
an elastic non-uniform Timoshenko beam with the
actual stiffness EI(x) and mass m(x) variation along
the length of the hull including the added mass of
water. The mode shape compared to that determined
by Bureau Veritas (Kapsenberg et al., 2010) by the
use of a finite element beam model, and the two are
found to be almost identical.
3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Hull longitudinal curvature with different VBM
The governing equation for the vertical deflection,
ω(x, t), of a Bernoulli-Euler beam as function of location x and time t is:
( x, t )
( EI ( x) ( x, t ))  px, t   m( x)

(1)
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() 
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() 
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x
EI(x) is the bending rigidity, m(x) is the mass per
length non-including the added mass of water; p(x)
represented the external load. This paper only consider the 2-node vertical bending mode, shown in
Fig. 1, and the relationship between curvatures κ
loaded with different VBM in mid ship. The symbol
κ is the hull longitudinal curvature when the hull
girder is subjected to the mixed complexed forces,
i.e. gravity, wave hydrostatic and wave hydrodynamic pressure.

2.3 Hydroelastic Method
The treatment of ships as rigid bodies responding to
waves has largely continued to use the traditional
approach, however, bodily motions imply that the
structure experiences neither strains nor stresses. Also, concepts such as mode shapes, natural and resonant frequencies, fatigue, etc. are not encompassed
by the rigidity restriction (Hirdaris, 2005). Heller and
Abramson (1959) proposed the following definition:
‘Hydroelasticity is concerned with the phenomena
involving mutual interactions among inertial, hydrodynamic and elastic forces’. Bishop and Price established the basic principles of a theory for flexible

Figure 1. Curvature κ of the hull girder in wave.

To obtain the VBM variance with longitudinal
curvature, using a simplified method based on an incremental-iterative approach, using the relation between the angle of the resultant bending moment
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vector φ and the angle curvature vector θ in the linear elastic range (Özgüç et al, 2008).

tan  
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Ix
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(2)

Following procedure is discussing the curvature
of the bulwark edge at the top of cargo hold. In Fig.
19, angles 1 and 2, mean that the cargo hold being
subjected to the VBM, has a pitch angle at the two
ends of the top bulwark edge, the total pitch angle =
θ1+θ2 .
To obtain the relationship of the total pitch angle
and vertical bending moment, the cargo hold is loaded different VBM at two sides, like Fig. 16. Following graphs show the bulwark top edges vertical deformation. Due to we only need the factor of VBM,
however, other conditions are also impact the curvature of the cargo hold. This total deformation ωt consists of two parts, 1. The deformation ωvbm caused by
VBM;2. The other deformation ωother. To explicitly
explain the VBM affection, it should subtract the deformation when the VBM value =0.
The equation of the deflection curve of continuous beam in simple support (Hughes et al, 2010):
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Where ε is deflection of the beam; x is the coordinate
in beam; l is the length of the beam; m1 and m2 are
vertical bending moment loading in beam-end; θ1
and θ2 is the rotation angle on the beam-end.
In the general beam theory, the basic equation
(Özgüç and Barltrop, 2008) that relate the applied
VBM and horizontal bending moment to the longitudinal stress are very simple:
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Figure 2. Cross section of cargo hold.

4.2 Material models and meshing method

And

2 

support bulkhead document of 4,250 TEU Container
Vessel, the cargo holds FE model of container ship
are established by ANSYS workbench for static
analysis, and the cross section is shown in Fig. 2.
Based on the assumption, a reasonable model is chosen to extend from halfway hold No.5 (Frame. 97)
up to halfway hold No. 7 (Frame. 205) lengthwise,
i.e. (1/2+2+1/2) cargo holds. Symmetry about the
centre-plane is also considered.

Only one kind of steel is used in this model. The material considered is Isotropic Elasticity, Young’s
Modules E= 2E+11 Pa; Poisson’s Radio is 0.3, Tensile Yield Strength σt = 2.5E+08 Pa, as well as the
Compressive Yield Stress σc = 4.6E + 08 Pa, and
Tensile Ultimate Strength σu = 4.6E + 08 Pa. This
case model is adopted the line, surface, and solid,
three type of elements. This finite element modelling
consists of choosing the appropriate element type
and mesh size. Even today, rapid increase in computer processing power and memory has not eliminated computational cost and time constrains. The
meshing size is adopted the automatic sizing method
in software, minimum to maximum size is 0.13 to
0.64 m, shown in Fig. 3.

(6)

4 CASE STUDY
4.1 Numerical analysis of cargo hold

Figure 3. Final mesh model

Normally, a cargo hold model is only the parallel
mid-body region. From the loading manual and the
structural arrangement of the mid ship section and
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4.3 Boundary Conditionsd
Generally, to obtain the accuracies in results, boundary condition effects in the light-ballast condition is
particular important. In this case, it is considered the
impact of VBM on longitudinal strength. Then the
design load cases of extreme vertical bending moment that be applied to the cargo hold model, shown
in Fig. 4, with the probability level 10-8 (Lloyd's Register, 2014a), in which the design regular wave (H
=15.6 m). Both vertical bending moments are positive (+) sagging condition.
Apart from the loading boundary, it is hard to define the displacement boundary condition. The BC
(boundary condition) rules (DNV-RP-C205 4.3,
2013), plane A and B are restricted the in the horizontal X direction and rotation of the Y, Z direction.
All the stiffness in plates is fixed rotation in X direction. To simulate the approximate symmetry at the
two end of the structure, two sides need to be restricted in X displacement and Y, Z rotation displacement.

Figure 7. Equivalent strain of cargo hold.

4.4 Hull longitudinal curvature with Different VBM
This chapter studies the relationship between curvatures κ loaded with different VBM in mid ship.
To obtain the approximate deflection curve equation
of the neutral axial vertical bending shape of the 2node shape of hull girder, first step is important to
analyze the deflection equation of the cargo hold.
From the equation (6),

x   ax n  b

n  3

(6)

where a and b is the equation coefficient of the deflection of the simply support beam loaded by VBM
is linear with the xn. From the Fig. 8, it is the deflection curve of 2-node vertical bending shape with
VBM value =1010Nm. This paper presents a deflection curve equation of this vessel.

Figure 4. Sagging VBM at two sides.

The Total Deformation, von-Mises Equivalent
Stress and equivalent strain graph loaded by the extreme wave-induced VBM, shown in Fig. 5, 6, 7.

Figure 8. Deflection curve of cargo hold.

Figure 5. Total deformation of cargo hold.

Figure 6. Von-Mises stress of cargo hold.
Figure 9. Deflection curve of cargo hold.
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Andersen (2014) using the in-house non-linear
strip-theory code SHIPSTAR (Xia et al., 1998) with
the hull model to compare the mode shape with that
determined by Bureau Veritas, and the result is identical. Using the statistical analysis software of
MATLAB (Gao, 2011), for neutral axial 2-node
shape of vertical bending shape with wave-induced
VBM value is equal to 1010 Nm. This paper using
least square fit and a 6th order polynomial being approximated by:

 x   3.966e 13 x 6  1.716e 12 x 5  4.834e 10 x 4 
2.297e 09 x 3  4.081e 06 x 2  2.764e 07 x  0.006695

Table 2. Vertical deformation variation with different wave-induced VBM.
VBM
[109Nm]
0
2.1
4
10

2 tan 2(tan  tan 0 )

a
-11

[10 ]
4.537
4.543
4.547
4.565

[deg]
7.424
7.434
7.440
7.469

[deg]
0
0.0095
0.0155
0.0450

curvature
0
7.27E-05
0.000119
0.000346

(7)

where x is the distance from the end of the model.
Furthermore, with this equation of the deflection
curve of the cargo hold, due to the deflection of longitudinal of the hull girder is very small correspond
to the principle of the container ship and the continuity, here the equation of cargo hold can be promoted
to the 2-node shape of hull girder deflection in vertical direction.
Table 1. Vertical deformation variation with different wave-induced VBM.
different VBM (109Nm)

Deformation
(m)

0

2.1

εt

6.67E-03

6.679E-03

6.684E-03

6.71E-03

εs

6.67E-03

6.67E-03

6.67E-03

6.67E-03

εw

0.0E+00

9.0E-06

1.4E-05

4.0E-05

4

10

With the different VBM values, it is obtained the
deflection curve equations correspondingly. The
Neutral surface 2-node vertical bending shape shown
in Table 1, where εt is total deflect with both the still
and wave-induced vertical bending moment, εs is deflect only active by still water, εw is deflect only active by wave-induced vertical bending moment. According to the define of the deflect, there is
presented that the deflection  t   s   w .
Then the pitch angle θ of the hull girder shown in
Fig. 9 is obtained from the slope value tan θ of deflection curve rotation angle at the two end of the
hull girder. Due to pitch angle is a minimum value
witch is approached 0, further more   0 means
that   tan . Above paragraph, it is presented that
the deflection  t   s   w , in the same way,
  1   0 where θ is the pitch angle by VBM; and
θ0 is pitch angle of other loading condition. The different deflection curve equation and curvature are
comparison with the study result for bulk carrier
(Özgüç and Barltrop, 2008), shown in Table 2. Fig.
18 is showing the linear relationship refer to these
VBM and curvature of the vessel.

Figure 10. Curvature varied with VBM.

It can be seen that before the VBM of vessel approach to the extreme bending moment, the curvature linearly increases with the VBM, and the slope
between these two parameters is depend on the
transverse flexural rigidity.
And we only consider the vertical bending moment influence, bonding with the equation (7). This
paper presents a VBM- curvature relation equation:

M VBM 1

Deff


(8)

Where Deff is the effective vertical bending rigidity,
this symbol reflect the longitudinal strength between
the VBM and curvature of hull girder. From the Table 2, the approximate values of the effective vertical
bending rigidity Deff  28877.94 N / m 2 .
5 RESULTS
The recorded data have been separated in log files 12
hours per day, about 10Hz per record. For this vessel
cross-Atlantic trip from Europe to America, the records of the different pitch angle at the two end of the
vessel is known by the Tiltmeter units shown in Fig.
11.
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6 CONCLUSION

Figure 11. Installed unites and corresponding location on the
ship.

From the database collected from the sensors of tiltmeter units installing in the deck at the forward and
aft ward end of the ship, record of the two angles
from the ship motion can be obtained, in case of that
the curvature can got from the pitch angle (θ). The
overall research of this paper is as follow:
Due to numerical simulation results for obtaining
the relationship between VBM and longitudinal curvature of the hull girder, the curve of VBM variance
in time domain can be obtained from the database
obtained from the tiltmeters installed on board during the navigation of the container ship. During this
period cycle, the 10-5 exceedance of possibility of
VBM value is high than the long-term prediction results above, because in realistic, other loading, like
horizontal bending moment, torsion bending moment, or other hydrodynamic coefficient have impact
on the bending stiffness of the hull girder.
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Figure 12. Differential Pitch angle at the end of vessel in timedomain.

With the equation (8) presented by the paper, and
the estimate of rigidity of Deff , the visual value above
can be converted to VBM in time-domain during this
vessel trip, shown in Fig.13. The extreme VBM in
level of probability occurrence of 10-5 is equal
to 1.8 109 Nm . Comparing with the Fig. 21, VBMLOG curve, VBM of probability of 10-5 values
is 1.6  109 Nm . The reason of the different between
these two results is due to the other loading like, horizontal bending moment, torsion moment and the
variable transverse section along with the longitudinal length of the ship, also influence the effective
vertical bending rigidity Deff .

Figure 13. VBM during the vessel trip in time-domain.
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